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Dominic Mandrell gets behind businesses for MicroBizMatters
Day
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
11 JANUARY 2019 - Dominic Mandrell, the graphic design and illustration specialist currently making waves in the
music industry, has thrown his weight behind MicroBizMatters Day.
MicroBizMatters Day is all about taking action, promoting recognition, and engendering learning on behalf of the UK’s
small businesses. That means any company which employs under 10 team members and has an annual turnover of
less than £2 million. MicroBizMatters Day incorporates events all over the country, as well as social campaigns which
will promote the awareness of what the date represents.
As the owner of a small business himself, Dominic Mandrell recognises the importance of the small enterprises which
are a key part of the UK economy. MicroBizMatters Day has a diverse set of partners - from accountants to marketing
firms and insurers - and as a graphic designer, Dominic is one of many creatives which own, or are part of an SME in
the UK.
Dominic Mandrell said: “MicroBizMatters Day is very close to my heart, as I am a small business owner myself, and
often collaborate with creatives at a similar stage of growth as my own company. Without smaller businesses, UK
business would lose a lot of its individuality and the valued personalised service which so many boutique size
enterprises provide.”
Dominic has been a graphic designer and illustrator specialising in producing artwork for over two decades in the music
and events industry. Because he is also a DJ and an events organiser in his own right the boundaries between
playing/creating events and coming up with the branding and marketing for others blur all the time. As part of Waltham
Forest’s London Borough of Culture for example he is both DJing at the council’s flagship opening event Welcome To
The Forest’ as well as creating artwork and acting as marketing consultant for ‘The Power of 3’ another LBOC funded
gig at Mirth Theatre in February.
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To find out more about Dominic Mandrell, visit: https://www.dominicmandrell.co.uk

